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Chapter 12

Organic Compounds
THE MAIN IDEA

Carbon can form a limitless number  
of chemical structures.
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12.2 Unsaturated Hydrocarbons

Recall from Section 6.1 that carbon has four unpaired valence 
electrons. As shown in Figure 12.7, each of these electrons 
is available for pairing with an electron from another atom, 
such as hydrogen, to form a covalent bond.

In all the hydrocarbons discussed so far, including the 
methane shown in Figure 12.7, each carbon atom is bonded 
to four neighboring atoms by four single covalent bonds. 
Such hydrocarbons are known as saturated hydrocarbons. 
The term saturated means that each carbon has as many 
atoms bonded to it as possible. We now explore cases where 
one or more carbon atoms in a hydrocarbon are bonded to 
fewer than four neighboring atoms. This occurs when at least 
one of the bonds between a carbon and a neighboring atom 
is a multiple bond. (See Section 6.5 for a review of multiple 

<  Figure  12. 7
Carbon has four valence elec-
trons. Each electron pairs up 
with an electron from a hydrogen 
atom in the four covalent bonds 
of methane.
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bonds.) A hydrocarbon that has a multiple bond—either double 
or triple—is known as an unsaturated hydrocarbon. Because of 
the multiple bond, two of the carbons are bonded to fewer than 
four other atoms. These carbons are thus said to be unsaturated.

Figure 12.8 compares the saturated hydrocarbon 
butane with the unsaturated hydrocarbon cis-2-butene. The 
number of atoms bonded to each of the two middle carbons 
of butane is four, whereas each of the two middle carbons of 
cis-2-butene is bonded to only three other atoms—a hydrogen 
and two carbons.

A generic term for a saturated hydrocarbon is alkane. 
All of the molecules discussed in Section 12.1 are examples 
of alkanes. This is indicated by the suffix -ane, as in butane. 
Unsaturated hydrocarbons containing one or more double 
bonds are called alkenes. This is indicated by the suffix -ene, 
as in butene.

An important aspect of the double bond of alkenes is 
that it cannot rotate more than a few degrees. By analogy, con-
nect two gumdrops with a single toothpick and you’ll be able 
to hold one gumdrop while rotating the other. Connect the two 
gumdrops with two toothpicks, however, and this rotational 
motion doesn’t work because the two toothpicks can twist only 
so far. The significance of this for alkenes is what we call cis/trans 
isomerism. We use the prefix cis to indicate a structure in which 
the bulk of the carbons are on the same side of the length of 
the double bond, as shown in Figure 12.9.We use the prefix 
trans to indicate a structure in which the bulk of the carbons 
are on opposite sides of the length of the double bond. We’ll 
be discussing the nature of “trans” fatty acids in our diet within 
Chapter 13. 

An important unsaturated hydrocarbon (alkene) is 
benzene, C6H6, which may be drawn as three double bonds con-
tained within a flat hexagonal ring, as is shown in Figure 12.10a. 
Unlike the double-bond electrons in most other unsaturated 

What type of hydrocarbon 
has double or triple bonds?

READING CHECK

Figure 12.8  > 
The carbons of the 
hydrocarbon butane 
are saturated, each 
being bonded to four 
other atoms. Because 
of the double bond, 
two of the carbons of 
the hydrocarbon cis-2-
butene are bonded to 
only three other atoms, 
which makes the mol-
ecule an unsaturated 
hydrocarbon.
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hydrocarbons, the electrons of the double bonds in benzene are 
not fixed between any two carbon atoms. Instead, these electrons 
move freely around the ring. This is commonly represented by draw-
ing a circle within the ring, as shown in Figure 12.10b, rather than 
showing individual double bonds.

Many organic compounds contain one or more benzene 
rings in their structure. Because many of these compounds are fra-
grant, any organic molecule containing a benzene ring is classified 
as an aromatic compound (even if it is not particularly fragrant). 
Figure 12.11 shows a few examples. Toluene, a common solvent 
used as a paint thinner, is toxic and gives airplane glue its distinctive 
odor. Some aromatic compounds, such as naphthalene, contain 
two or more benzene rings fused together. At one time, mothballs 
were made of naphthalene. Most mothballs sold today, however, 
are made of the less toxic 1,4-dichlorobenzene.

<  Figure  12.9
The cis-isomer has the bulk of 
carbon atoms on the same side 
of the length of the double bond. 
The trans-isomer has these car-
bons on opposite sides. As a 
mnemonic, think “cis-same-side.”

<  Figure  12.10
The double bonds of benzene, 
C6H6, are able to migrate around 
the ring. For this reason, they are 
often represented by a circle within 
the ring.
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C O N C E P T   C H E C K
Prolonged exposure to benzene increases the risk of developing certain cancers. The structure of 
aspirin contains a benzene ring. Does this indicate that prolonged exposure to aspirin will increase 
a person’s risk of developing cancer?

CHECK  YOUR  ANSWER   No. Although benzene and aspirin both contain a benzene ring, these 
two molecules have different overall structures and quite different chemical properties. Each 
carbon-containing organic compound has its own set of unique physical, chemical, and biological 
properties. While benzene may cause cancer, aspirin works as a safe remedy for headaches.

Unsaturated hydrocarbons containing a triple bond are 
called alkynes. An example of an unsaturated hydrocarbon 
containing a triple bond is ethyne, which is more widely known 
as acetylene, C2H2. A confined flame of acetylene burning in 
oxygen is hot enough to melt iron, which makes acetylene a 
choice fuel for welding (Figure 12.12). Alkynes are generally 
not as common as alkanes or alkenes.

<  Figure  12.11
The structures for three odoriferous 
organic compounds containing one or 
more benzene rings: toluene, naphtha-
lene, and 1,4-dichlorobenzene.

Figure 12.12 > 
The unsaturated alkyne acetylene, C2H2 
(also known as ethyne), when burned in 
this torch, produces a flame hot enough 
to melt iron.


